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Incident N1I19 officially ended almost 40 years ago. Since then, information has become available which was unknown while the incident was active. Here, we want to explore some key aspects of this new information which
sheds light on some of the questions which could not be adequately addressed during the course of the actual event.

THE "Q" CLUB
The "Q" security clearance was invented with the advent of nuclear weapons. It is essentially interchangeable with the notion of "Top Secret" clearance. I first learned about Q clearances while in high school from guys my
mother dated after my father died. They were quite talkative. Essentially everyone I encountered during the N1I19 incident had a Q or TS clearance. The original Tulane University psychiatrist who attacked me and originated
the incident, Philip Schaefer, admitted he had a Q clearance. I assume my friend at Tulane, Lee Hoffman, the director of financial aid, had one since he taught me about national security and the secret 15 year plan. Dr.
Buddington, head of Tulane psychiatry said he had one too. The Tulane medical school psychiatry students told me that they would automatically qualify for a Q clearance when they graduated. Since Tulane University was
working with the CIA on its top secret mind control experiments [MK-Ultra, MK-Delta, Project "Other", etc.], they would have all needed Q clearances. The President of Tulane who also worked for the secret government
front organization, the Institute for Defense Analysis [IDA], would have needed a Q clearance. The Tulane University security police had Q clearances because they needed to protect all the "spook" activities going on at
Tulane. They also had some kind of "test kit" used to authenticate top secret documents. Charity Hospital was the center of CIA mind control research in New Orleans, so they needed clearances. Southeast Louisiana Hospital
and East Louisiana Hospital were also used for secret CIA experiments so they needed clearances. So, basically, everyone except ordinary Tulane students and the "patients" held prisoner in the various "hospitals" had Q
clearances.

CONVERSATIONS WITH THE FOP MAN
At Charity Hospital, political prisoners were guarded 24 hours by the Federal Office of Police [FOP], an organization I had not heard of before. I got to make friends with one of these guys who was an older man. He came to
believe that I also had a "Q" security clearance. I figured, why not let him think that - everyone else seems to have one. So, late at night we would sit and talk about captured UFO's and other top secret goodies. Anyway, the
main piece of wisdom he imported to me was to say, "All the money in the world passes through Washington, D.C.".
Today, people are just beginning to understand what that statement means. Because the US Dollar is the world reserve currency and because the US Dollar has no relationship to reality and can be printed in unlimited
quantities, the US effectively owns the world because it can purchase anything it wants from a pot of money which can never run dry. This constitutes, effectively, absolute power. This is what the old man was trying to
explain to me and why he was so proud to be an operative of the United States.

REVELATIONS FROM DR. BUDDINGTON
Dr. Buddington ran the Tulane University psychiatry section at Charity Hospital. He not only admitted that he was a government agent with a top secret clearance but also volunteered that all superintendents of state mental
hospitals in the United States had top secret clearances. It is important to understand what this means. State hospitals, which present themselves as local institutions trying to "help" people with problems are, in reality, part of
a network of secret political prisons covering the entire United States and coordinated by some type of national central authority. Since they have the power to operate outside of the normal constitutional justice system and can
grab people off the street, hold them indefinitely and brain damage them with powerful chemical agents and other methods, they essentially constitute a parallel justice system where the helpless victims have no civil rights. It
is the ultimate tool of any fascist government - the power to make the unwanted "disappear" at will.

NUREMBERG CODE VIOLATIONS AND THE SECOND SECRET TRIAL

For specific details, see "Period Seven" in the N1I19 Incident Report: Period Seven was a unique period with perhaps the highest personal damage potential. Charity Hospital psychiatry was shared equally between Tulane
University and Louisiana State University [LSU] . The hospital was closed after hurricane Katrina. The medical records, kept in the basement, were reportedly all destroyed in the hurricane. During period seven, students
from the Tulane University side came over to the LSU side where I was, invited people to watch black and white Laurel & Hardy movies and gave everyone little bags of potato chips. The bags were strange, colored purple
and labeled "Sunshine". Just on a hunch, I blurted out, "I know these potato chips have LSD on them". Of course, I did not know - it was a guess. Immediately, everything stopped. The Tulane students packed up all their
stuff and scurried back to their side of the floor. One was heard to say, "How could he know?". Well, as it turns out, the potato chips did have LSD on them. Of course, at that time, no one knew that Tulane University was
participating in the CIA top secret project known as MK-ULTRA. After they left, one of the attendants told me, "You spoiled everything - it was not a large dose - we call it a round trip ticket."
Well, obviously, the CIA does not take kindly to having its cover blown or its operatives "outed". So, I was taken to the second secret trial to be sent, this time, to East Louisiana Hospital - a place from which most never
return. There were a couple of "government looking" guys hanging around on the day of the secret trial and no one that I recognized. I assume that, when the Tulane students reported to their CIA controller that a patient had
discovered they were passing out LSD, their handler felt it was best to "plug the leak". Slipping LSD to unsuspecting people as a medical experiment would be a Nuremberg Code violation.
Of course, I was convicted at the secret trial where the evidence against you is secret and you don't get to hear it or even know who presented it or what it might be. Now, I would face perhaps the most dangerous part of the
incident. Not only were the Peisers plotting their conspiracy [see next section], but, now, the research doctor, Donald Gallant [see the Michael Traina section below], had decided he wanted to use me in his medical
experiments. Gallant told me that, if I refused to voluntarily consent to his experiments, he would go find one of my relatives, get permission from them and then experiment on me by force. This, of course, is a Nuremberg
Code violation. However, since experimental animals are generally killed and "dead men tell no tales", this is really not a very relevant issue to them.
At any rate, Gallant failed to get me and the staff mentioned that he was "pretty pissed" and that he really had wanted to use me as a lab animal.

THE PEISER CONSPIRACY
The PEISER family lived one house away and consisted of Robert A. Peiser, his wife Betty, one son, Buddy [Robert R.], two normal girls, Mary and Pepper and one retarded girl named Paige. Buddy and I were childhood
friends. Buddy knocked up a girl named Nita Bradley whose father, Captain Bradley, was with the Louisiana state police. Of course, he had to marry the girl and support the female child although the actual marriage did not
last long. We both went to Tulane University.
Now, Betty decided that it would be nice to have a house for the retarded girl, Paige. So, it happened that, during the N1I19 incident, both my mother and I were locked up in the same state hospital. Betty ran right over and
convinced the social workers that she was a great friend. The title to our house was shared by me and my mother because my father had died. Betty reasoned that, if she could get both of us interdicted, we would lose all our
citizenship rights and she - as the court appointed guardian - would then effectively own our house. Then, she could move Paige into our house and, as our "guardian", make sure neither of us ever saw the light of day again. It
was a brilliant plan and perfectly legitimate in their eyes.
Unfortunately for them and lucky for me, the plan failed. The petition for interdiction was denied. Quickly, they formed "Plan B". Knowing that their failure meant that I would be released from the hospital and return to my
house, they hired a moving van, got into the house and took everything of value over to their house. Also, I learned later, they went to see my grandmother in the nursing home and told her me and my mother were dead and
then managed to slip her wedding ring, a 3 carat blue white diamond, off her finger and made off with it too.
When I came home, the house was essentially empty. I asked where everything was and Betty said they had taken it for "safe keeping". When I went to ask for it back, they said to get off their property or they would have me
arrested. Soon after that "someone" filed a confidential complaint with the health department saying something should be done since I lived in a house with no furniture. Over the years, several lawyers tried to get the property
returned but all failed. The Peiser's did not have to pay for their lawyer. A slick lawyer named Fred Bronfin helped them for free. He was able to think up weird technicalities to confuse the less able lawyers I was able to find
who would agree to work on a contingency basis. However the furniture they took, which was 18th. century antiques, was assembled with pegs, slots and glue and so completely disintegrated during the hurricane Katrina flood,
leaving them with a confused pile of worthless sticks. By now, Betty had become a hopeless alcoholic. They sold their destroyed house and moved to Texas. They never said they were sorry.
A strange side note to this issue concerns the remarks made by Karen Brown, a social worker at the parole clinic where I was forced to report. When the issue of the furniture came up, she indicated by her comments that she
knew it had been taken and felt it was right that someone had taken all the antiques because, since I was hopelessly insane and so not really human, I did not deserve to have nice things and it was appropriate that normal people
should have the use of my property. This illustrates an issue that is seldom considered: When the courts give these "professionals" absolute power over a person, the person becomes subject to whatever quirks or beliefs their
"controller" may have and must submit to them under threat of arrest and torture in a state concentration camp.
Also of relevance was the revelation that Betty, who was some kind of medical technician, was friends with the secretary of William Super, the director of psychiatry at Charity Hospital. We know that the original psychiatrist,
Patricia West, had decided that I should be let go - which would have ended the incident - but that Super, who had never seen me, for some reason flatly refused. Could he have been influenced by his secretary and her
relationship with Betty? This is an answer we will never know.

MY GRANDMOTHER'S MURDER
My grandmother spent her final days in a nursing home called Magnolia Health Center. She was put there by the church she belonged to which was Rayne Memorial United Methodist Church. The nursing home was located
on a street behind the church. Before her death, she had call me and told me that the staff had threatened her. At the funeral, the make up artist was unable to conceal a large blue circular mark on her forehead. The death
certificate said she died of "arthritis", which was pretty ridiculous. I told the church people that something was not right but they were not interested. I went to the nursing home where a Tulane University social work graduate
had been assigned to orchestrate the cover up. She said the records were confidential and to get off of their private property. I complained to the New Orleans coroner's office and asked for an investigation but was told that
they had an agreement with nursing homes not to investigate nursing home deaths. At this point, the case went cold.
Years later, I became friends with a young kid named Louis A. Poche. Computer records show his date of birth as November, 1959. In conversations we had, he stated that his mother, Jacquelyn M. Poche, whose birth date

according to computer records is December, 1933, and whose address at that time was 5858 Argonne Bl., New Orleans, La. 70124, was a nurse and happened to be on duty at the hospital where the nursing home dumped my
grandmother's body after they killed her. He stated that his mother had found her "in a corner" and, because of her condition and the numerous bruises, she had concluded, in her professional opinion, that the woman had been
beaten to death. She recognized the 95+ year old lady as my grandmother.
However, when I asked his mother about this, she denied any knowledge [misprision of a felony]. Louis Poche was just a kid. He did not know my grandmother. It is essentially impossible that he could have dreamed up the
story he relayed to me in such detail. So, we now know the truth about my grandmother's murder. This case could still be prosecuted if the hostile witness could be forced to talk

THE EUGENICS WARNING
One day at Southeast Louisiana Hospital, Dr. Billy Graham casually told me, "When you leave here, we will allow you to have a girl friend, however you will not be allowed to ever have any children". I'm thinking, "Who the
fuck are you!". However, I was to learn later how deadly serious his words were. You know, the United States fought in World War II to get rid of the Nazis and their philosophy of "purifying the race" and "eliminating the
useless eaters" and all that crap. There were international treaties and conventions which were supposed to guarantee that the peoples of the world would be able to live free of Hitler's philosophies. The treaties are still in
force, however, unfortunately so are Hitler's Nazi philosophies.
Hitler may be dead, but his eugenics philosophy is alive and well as we shall see in the next section.

MY CHILDREN MURDERED BY PSYCHIATRISTS
By the time I met my girlfriend, Claudia VonHolden, I had forgotten Dr. Graham's threat. Claudia, who was in her mid twenties, mentioned that she did not know why but she had stopped having periods and sometimes had
milk. I immediately guessed that she had been doped up with the genocide agent thioridazine, sold under the name Mellaril. This genocide agent, marketed as a tranquilizer, is widely used because it will sterilize both men and
women. In men, it prevents ejaculation. So I explained to Claudia what was being done to her and that everything would return to normal if she stopped taking the poison. She did. Her periods eventually returned and she was
able to become pregnant which she also did. Claudia was happy and wanted kids, however her mother was not. She called in the psychiatrists who took Claudia away and killed the child. Then, they gave her more drugs.
However, she returned to me, stopped the drugs, and got pregnant again. Again, psychiatrists came and killed the child and she was locked away in Southeast Louisiana Hospital. However, this time I was able to find an
attorney who would help her. The attorney said that the only complaint against Claudia was "disobedient to mother". When I checked again, she said that Claudia had called her and said she no longer wanted an attorney. I
had to wait until Claudia was released from the concentration camp to ask her what happened. She said that the guards at Southeast Louisiana Hospital had taken her to a phone and told her they would kill her unless she
"called off the lawyer". Claudia was terrified and did as they commanded. Once she hung up the phone, she says she was stripped naked, shot up with drugs and thrown in a seclusion cell where she stayed for "many weeks".
The doctors told her that I [they learned who had helped her get the lawyer] was part of "her problem" and that, if she ever saw me again, they would lock her up for the rest of her life.
After that, it was a while before we got back together. However, when we did, Claudia said that she had been surgically sterilized. She said she had no choice. She said that she could not stop taking drugs any more and must
obey the psychiatrists. Her mother eventually died. However, it was too late for Claudia. The psychiatrists had destroyed her. She was sent to a group home where she was forced to work for free and all her assets were
confiscated to pay for her room and board. After that, she ended up in an assisted living center. We assume that she has now been killed by psychiatrists.
I had survived seven years of torture by psychiatrists and I felt confident that I understood the game well enough to rescue Claudia. But, I failed. The young girl was totally ruined, her kids were killed and she was sterilized for
life. Most people cannot resist brainwashing and the terror of psychiatry. I was immediately threatened that I would be killed when I got representation from an attorney while at Southeast Louisiana Hospital but I was strong
enough to ignore the threats and I am still here. Unfortunately, it appears Claudia is not.

PSYCHIATRISTS WERE ALL US MILITARY
The doctors at Southeast Louisiana Hospital generally dressed as doctors - you know, the classic white coats. However, one day when I was there all of the male doctors were dressed in some type of US military uniform. I
only saw this happen once. It must have been some type of special occasion for them.
The fact that the psychiatrists operating a Louisiana state hospital "just all happened to be" also in the US military has never been fully explored. Was this a US military operation disguised as an innocent looking state
hospital. Evidence we will present next [Michael Traina's Testimony] suggests that this is a possibility.

MICHAEL TRAINA'S TESTIMONY
Michael Traina was a social worker who worked at both East Louisiana Hospital and Southeast Louisiana Hospital. East Louisiana Hospital got rid of him because he dared to talk to the press. Southeast Louisiana Hospital
told him he was forbidden to talk to the patients because, when he did, he told them the truth. Obviously, Michael was not a "team player". Fortunately, because some honest, ethical people still exist, we are able to present the
truth about these horrible places.
Let's begin with some basic information about Louisiana. Louisiana uses a unique system of law which is different from all other states. It also has a unique perspective on what is ethical when it comes to medical research. So
far as I can tell, Louisiana is the only state which will allow destructive testing research on humans. This is medical research in which a person is to be killed [they like to say "sacrificed"] as part of the medical experiment.
There is big money in this. Also, since no one is going to volunteer to be "killed for science", these experiments violate the Nuremberg Code since you would have to lie to people to get them to consent.

Now, to get into specific issues, Southeast Louisiana Hospital has a "children's unit" for "disobedient kids" where they are manhandled and force drugged. They are, however, kids. Mr. Traina describes a secret experiment
involving the hospital, Tulane University and the CIA in which these children were taken from the hospital to Tulane University's secret "Delta Primate Research Center" and exposed to radiation as part of CIA radiation
experiments to test the effects of nuclear radiation on humans. Clearly, the kids were never told. Guess their parents remained clueless too. This secret project has not been publicly disclosed, although details of some CIA
radiation experiments have been made public.
Another interesting fact relayed by Mr. Traina concerns his attempt to located an interview people who had been used in secret experiments by Tulane University. The fact that Tulane University worked with the CIA on its
secret mind control experiments cannot be denied because the records are now declassified. Mr. Traina sent in personal ads to all the New Orleans newspapers requesting anyone who was secretly experimented upon by Tulane
to contact him because he wanted to interview them for his research. No newspaper would print his ad. They all returned his checks uncashed. It shows the power Tulane University has to control and suppress any possible
negative publicity. Since Tulane is reportedly still "in bed" with the CIA, the news organizations may fear for their safety.
Mr. Traina gave me the letter which is reproduced below.

[The book "Operation Mind Control" is out of print but you can find a free .pdf of the book on the internet]

REVELATIONS ABOUT TULANE UNIVERSITY
It now appears that, had I gone to any other university except Tulane, my life would have turned out completely different. As a Tulane freshman, we thought of the place as a respected institution of learning. We had no idea
that, as we shall see, Tulane University is perhaps the most evil organization on the face of the planet. It is literally a den of government "spooks" and in bed with the CIA and other nefarious groups within the US government.

In 1956 Tulane University joined up with an organization called the Institute for Defense Analysis or IDA. Now, when the US government wants to do illegal things such as things that violate international laws, it creates a
"private" corporation which it secretly controls to do these "dirty deeds". The only client of the IDA is the US government. It is officially listed as a nonprofit organization and its primary activity is listed as "Scientific
Research - Diseases". The President of Tulane University, while I was there, was Herbert Longenecker, a biochemist. It was common knowledge that Longenecker was an IDA agent.
Today, we have the benefit of an excellent investigative report on Tulane University done by Edward Haslam [1] which covers events during the time I was a Tulane student. Mr. Haslam's investigation links Tulane University
to Lee Harvey Oswald and the Kennedy assassination as well as to the deliberate creation of what we now know as the AIDS virus.
Additionally, reportedly, Tulane was creating deadly designer viruses and exchanging samples with the US secret biological weapons lab in Fort Detrick, MD. The viruses were to be used, among other things, to assassinate
Cuban President Fidel Castro. All this was being done using monkey viruses from Tulane University's Delta Primate Research Center which were to be altered by a secret particle beam generator hidden in the US Public Health
Hospital in New Orleans.
Declassified government documents list Tulane University as a participant in secret CIA mind control experiments such as project MK-ULTRA. They cannot deny this.
What is Tulane University up to today. Well, they are still an IDA school. They still operate the Delta Primate Research Center although they changed the name to "National Primate Research Center" and their main activity,
reportedly, is to create designer viruses for use by the US Government. This center uses state of the art iris scanners as access control. You would not normally suspect such a high level of security at a place unless it was doing
some very serious stuff - which it reportedly does.
Strangely, Tulane University has maintained an excellent reputation all these years. It has effectively suppressed bad publicity and most people have no idea of its secret nefarious past or what it is covertly up to today.
Hopefully, with Mr. Haslam's book, this will change and other investigative reporters will begin to scrutenize Tulane University.
Will Tulane University be able to conceal its evil past forever. The Kennedy assassination is an internal matter. We know from the testimony of William Cooper, who claims to have seen the top secret documents, that the
murder of President Kennedy was ordered by the National Security Agency. Government agents killed William Cooper some years back but his friends maintain his work on the internet [2]. The creation of the AIDS virus,
however is an international matter involving the world community. AIDS has reportedly killed over 160 million people and, if there is evidence that Tulane University was involved with its creation, they could and should be
prosecuted by the World Court for crimes against humanity, not to mention all the civil liability for the personal injuries and deaths they may have caused throughout the world. Future investigations will hopefully fix the
blame.

ESCAPE
It is rare that anyone escapes from the clutches of psychiatrists once they have been abducted and stamped with some label. Generally, they are told to report to some outpatient clinic which will then threaten them with arrest
and return to the concentration camp if they ever stop coming to the clinic. Eventually, they die of major organ failure caused by the drugs they are forced to take. Statistics show that people who take psychiatric drugs die on
average 25 years sooner than people who do not. So, their lifetimes are shortened by about one third.
In Charity Hospital I had met Amy Butterworth whose husband, Al Butterworth, was the medical director at East Louisiana Hospital and so in charge of all the doctors working there. For specific details, see "The Years with
Amy and Al Butterworth" in the Articles section of the main N1I19 report. Amy had been ordered arrested and locked up by her husband for being "disobedient". Psychiatrists have the arbitrary authority to have anyone taken
into custody at their whim.
Anyway, Amy and I hit it off, kept in touch and occasionally had sex. Amy said her husband did not want sex any more. I got to meet Al Butterworth and we became friends too. Since my mother was still being held prisoner
at East Louisiana Hospital, whenever I went to visit with her I also visited the Butterworths.
When I told the clinic in New Orleans that I refused to come there any more, of course they immediately threatened to have me arrested and sent to a concentration camp. However, the only choice they had was East Louisiana
Hospital and I was friends with the medical director and sleeping with his wife. So, once they realized that, they had no choice but to give up let me leave. This ended incident N1I19 on January 13, 1973.
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